Spiritual Roots Adrenal Fatigue, Fibromyalgia, Myofascial Pain, TMJ, Scoliosis

Adrenal Fatigue, Fibromyalgia, Myofascial Pain, TMJ, Scoliosis, Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis, PTSD, Anorexia, Hypoglycemia, Teeth, Sinusitis, Kidney Stones, Insomnia, MPD/DID, Multiple Sclerosis, Candida, Tendonitis, Depression, Lyme’s, Arthritis, Anorexia, Malabsorption

**Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.** CFS In looking at the possible spiritual root issues of Chronic Fatigue, we have found often there would be Spirits of: major fear, anxiety, and stress; lack of self-esteem; self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt; drivenness and performance to meet the expectation of a parent, usually sought from a mother; lack of nurturing; heaviness and oppression.

Ministry:
- Speak healing to the immune system, including normal levels of immunoglobulins, lymphocytic proliferation and normal levels of interferon.
- Speak healing to the endocrine system and that all hormones will come into balance.
- Speak healing to bring normal levels of neurotransmitters and adequate cerebral circulation.
- Speak healing to the defect in adrenergic vasoconstriction.
- Pray for normal levels of angiotensin.
- Speak healing to the pathways of the nervous system and for all inflammation to cease.

**Multiple Chemical Sensitivity / Environmental Illness: Fear and anxiety coming out of a broken heart.** An anxiety disorder compromising the immune system. When the anxiety is dealt with, the allergies and many of the accumulated peripheral diseases go away.

Four primary life circumstances behind MCS/EI: 1. verbal and/or emotional abuse 2. physical abuse 3. sexual abuse 4. Driven-ness to meet the expectations of a parent in-order to receive love.

Also possible occultism; self-pity; ungodly grief (Psa 31:10)

**Pathology/Physiology:** We found that it is not the smell that is the culprit behind the E.I. reactions. But rather, the smell has programmed a response in this person thru fear. The smell reinforces the mental and spiritual poisoning that keeps this person in bondage and makes that smell a stressor.

**Chronic Fatigue Syndrome:** CFIDS is an anxiety disorder coupled with an autoimmune override which triggers hypoglycemia. When we minister to people with CFS we minister against hypoglycemia first because hypoglycemia comes to hide the real problem. CFS is a result of drivenness to meet the expectation of a parent in order to receive love and acceptance. In most cases, those with CFS are not doing in life what they wanted to do, but instead are trying to meet the expectations of a parent. CFS is a performance disorder.
**Adrenal Fatigue:** Spirits of: long term fear (as in stress and anxiety); drivenness and perfectionism in order to receive love; oppression and heaviness; lack of trust in God, self, and/or others; performance.

Any number of these spiritual root issues may be generational iniquities, meaning that the same spiritual root issues were present in the father or mother or grandparents even though they might not have had the disease.

After ministering, pray a prayer for healing. We encourage you to consider speaking healing in the name of Jesus to the tissue, organ or body part that is in need of healing. Also, command the body to come back into balance and to function as God intended from the foundation of the world. If a creative miracle is needed, call it forth in the name of Jesus.

**Fibro**

**Fibromyalgia Syndrome:** Spirits of: fear (as in stress and anxiety); drivenness; insecurity; fear coming out of rejection and spirits that might have gained access as a result of lack of nurturing causing flaring of the dendrites; unresolved conflict; lack of protection and covering from a male figure, father or husband.

**Myofascial Pain Syndrome:** Spirits of: fear (as in stress and anxiety); anger, rage, and resentment from unresolved conflict; drivenness and perfectionism; fear coming out of rejection and spirits that might have gained access as a result of lack of nurturing; lack of protection and covering from a male figure, father or husband.

**Temporomandibular Joint Syndrome (TMJ):** Spirits of: fear (as in stress and anxiety); self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt; unforgiveness and bitterness; holding a record of wrongs; minister to spirits that might have gained access as a result of trauma.

**Scoliosis:** Spirit of scoliosis; spirits of: self-conflict; rebellion; generational matriarchal control spirits; fear (as in stress and anxiety); rejection from others, especially peers.

**Chronic Fatigue Syndrome:** Spirits of: major fear (as in stress and anxiety); lack of self-esteem; self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt; drivenness and performance to meet the expectation of a parent, usually sought from a mother; broken spirit; spirits that might have gained access as a result of lack of nurturing; heaviness and oppression; spirit of ungodly grief; hope deferred.

Any number of these spiritual root issues may be generational iniquities, meaning that the same spiritual root issues were present in the father or mother or grandparents even though they might not have had the disease.

After ministering, pray a prayer for healing. We encourage you to consider speaking healing in the name of Jesus to the tissue, organ or body part that is in need of healing. Also, command the body to come back into balance and to function as God intended from the foundation of the world. If a creative miracle is needed, call it forth in the name of Jesus.
Please remember that our prayers for healing should not be spoken as a mantra or as a legalistic prayer. Our Father God knows what we need before we ask. We trust that God will meet you thru this process.

**Hashimoto's Thyroiditis.** In looking at the possible spiritual root issues of **Hashimoto's Thyroiditis** we have found often there would be Spirits of: self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt; fear, anxiety, and stress.

them. Deut. 30:20

**Ministry:**

- Speak a creative miracle to any genetic mutations.
- Speak healing to the endocrine system.
- Speak healing to the thyroid gland and for all hypersensitivity to stop and for all inflammation of the thyroid to cease.
- Speak healing to any scarring to the thyroid to be healed.
- Command the immune system to be strengthened.
- Command all hormones to come into normal balance.
- Speak healing to the restoration of normal body temperature, normal hair growth, normal basal rate with increased body energy, for normal skin turgor and color and for normal bowel movements to return. (All body functions to return to normal.)
- Speak healing to them to be released to love of God and to His acceptance.

**Post Traumatic Stress Disorder:** Spirits of: major fear (as in stress and anxiety); heaviness and oppression; possible spiritual roots that might have gained access as a result of trauma.

**General Anxiety Syndrome:** Spirits of fear (as in stress and anxiety); occultism (possibly generational); pharmakia; heaviness and oppression; victimization; panic; generalized projection of something going wrong; (can also be a side effect of Prozac or other drugs.)

**Eating Disorders - Anorexia/Bulimia:** Spirit of unworthiness; spirits of self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt; lack of self-esteem; lack of nurturing; need to be loved.

**Anorexia:** Spirits of drivenness and performance; spirits of control; fear of man.

**Bulimia:** Spirits of gluttony, spirits of false comfort.

Speak Healing or a Creative Miracle to the following:

- Speak a creative miracle to any genetic mutations.
- Speak healing to the hypothalamus and pineal glands.
- Speak healing to the body’s “appestat” or metabolic set point to return to normal and for a normal appetite to return.
- Speak healing to all hormones to come into balance especially serotonin, thyroid hormones and cortisol.
- Speak healing to menstruation in females to return to normal.
- Speak healing and restoration to all of the muscles that have been affected especially the heart.
- Speak healing to the heart rate to return to normal.
- Speak healing to the GI tract and for normal bowel movements to return
- Speak healing and calcium restoration to the bones.
- Speak healing to insulin receptors to become unblocked and for normal fasting blood sugar to
return.
· Speak healing to any mind deception to be broken so they can see their bodies without distortion.
· Speak healing blessing and peace over them.

In looking at the possible spiritual root issues of

**Hypoglycemia**, we have found often there would be Spirits of: fear, anxiety, and stress coupled with self-bitterness, self-rejection, and self-hatred coupled with guilt, lack of identity, insecurity, and performance.

· Speak in a creative miracle to any genetic mutations.

· Pray for healing to the hypothalmic-pituitary-adrenal axis.

· Pray for a balance of all hormones esp; cortisol, glucagon, growth hormones, serotonin and adrenaline.

· Pray for healing to the autonomic nervous system and command that there will be no neurological interrupter in nerve transmission.

· Pray that the insulin receptors will be operational and unblocked from cortisol.

· Pray for healing to the liver and for normal glucose metabolism.

· Pray for normal fasting blood sugar to return.

**Multiple Chemical Sensitivity / Environmental Illness: Fear and anxiety coming out of a broken heart.** An anxiety disorder compromising the immune system. When the anxiety is dealt with, the allergies and many of the accumulated peripheral diseases go away.

Four primary life circumstances behind MCS/EI: 1. verbal and/or emotional abuse 2. physical abuse 3. sexual abuse 4. Driven-ness to meet the expectations of a parent in-order to receive love.

Also possible occultism; self-pity; ungodly grief (Psa 31:10)

**Pathology/Physiology:** We found that it is not the smell that is the culprit behind the E.I. reactions. But rather, the smell has programmed a response in this person thru fear. The smell reinforces the mental and spiritual poisoning that keeps this person in bondage and makes that smell a stressor.

**Chronic Fatigue Syndrome:** CFIDS is an anxiety disorder coupled with an autoimmune override which triggers hypoglycemia. When we minister to people with CFS we minister against hypoglycemia first because hypoglycemia comes to hide the real problem. CFS is a result of drivenness to meet the expectation of a parent in order to receive love and acceptance. In most cases, those with CFS are not doing in life what they wanted to do, but instead are trying to meet the expectations of a parent. CFS is a performance disorder.
Adrenal Fatigue: Spirits of: long term fear (as in stress and anxiety); drivenness and perfectionism in order to receive love; oppression and heaviness; lack of trust in God, self, and/or others; performance.

Teeth Problems: Spirits of: generational bitterness issues – against God, self and others; generational murder with the tongue; generational critical spirits; anger, rage, and resentment; envy and jealousy – in case of rotten teeth. Roots of underlying disease, if applicable, e.g. Diabetes or Cushing’s syndrome. (Autoimmune disease - spirits of: self-rejection, self-bitterness, self-hatred, and guilt).

Ministry:
• Speak a creative miracle to the shape of the jaw and teeth to be the way God created us from the foundation of the world.
• Speak healing to the immune system.
• Speak healing to the endocrine system for all hormones to be in balance.

Dehydrative Degenerative Changes in Disk: Spirits of: generational personality of addiction, pharmakeia and drunkenness; need to be loved; fear (as in stress and anxiety); anger and rage; self-conflict; occultism; spirit of pain (chronic pain)

Complex Regional Pain Syndrome: Spirits of: oppression and heaviness, occultism; bitterness against God; pain; self-pity; possible spiritual roots that might have gained access as a result of trauma.

Sinusitis – Chronic: Spirits of: fear (as in stress and anxiety); insecurity; pharmakeia; possible occultism.

Kidney Stones /Urinary Stones: Spirits of: fear (as in stress and anxiety); spirits of control; self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection; envy and jealousy.

Insomnia /Sleeplessness: Spirits of: fear (as in stress and anxiety); spirits that might have gained access as a result of lack of nurturing; torment from victimization.

In looking at the possible spiritual root issues of ADD/ADHD we have found often there would be Generational Spirits of: ungodly order in home – passive male and dominant female; generational matriarchal control leading to double mindedness; generational confusion; generational rebellion; generational self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt.

Speak Healing or a Creative Miracle to the following:
• Speak a creative miracle to any genetic mutations especially the dopamine receptor gene D3.
• Speak healing to normalize serotonergic gene transcription in the cells.
• Speak healing to the HPA axis hypothalmic-pituitary-adrenal.
• Speak healing to normalize brain and CNS central nervous system levels of all neurotransmitters especially dopamine, serotonin, norepinephrine and GABA and their receptors to become unblocked.
• Speak healing to the brain, especially the frontal lobes, the prefrontal cortex and the caudate nucleus in the basal ganglia.
• Speak healing to all cognitive function to return to normal including; impulse control, arousal, concentration, decision making, ability to retain information, attention, inhibition, energy levels, sleep patterns and coping mechanisms to return to normal.
• Speak healing blessing and peace over them.

NOTE: When there is a deficit in the neurotransmitter, serotonin, aggressive behavior, hyperactivity, sleep deficits, agitation and mood disorders result. When there is a deficit in the neurotransmitter dopamine, there is an inability to remain focused. When there is a deficit in the neurotransmitter GABA, there is an inability to remain calm and an inability to maintain self-control. When there is an increase in the neurotransmitter norepinephrine, there is an inability to control appetite, motivation and there is an increase in energy.

Any number of these spiritual root issues may be generational iniquities, meaning that the same spiritual root issues were present in the father or mother or grandparents even though they might not have had the disease.

Regarding your question about roots for Attention Deficit Disorder vs. roots for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, the roots are the same.

I speak God's healing, blessing and peace over you.

In addressing the diseases listed below, we have found the following possible spiritual root issues and ministry helps:

**Insomnia**: Spirits of: fear (as in stress and anxiety); spirits that might have gained access as a result of lack of nurturing; torment from victimization.

Speak Healing or a Creative Miracle to the following:
- Speak healing to the hypothalamus and limbic system and any fear programming to be broken.
- Speak healing to the hypothalmic-pituitary-adrenal axis.
- Speak healing to balance all hormones especially CRH, ACTH, cortisol, adrenaline, estrogen and serotonin.
- Speak healing to the suprachiasmatic nuclei our body clock and for the body's circadian rhythms to return to normal.
- Speak healing to the pineal gland and for normal production of melatonin.
- Speak healing to the autonomic nervous system and for there to be no abnormal nerve transmission affecting the endocrine system.
- Speak healing for a normal balance of acetylcholine and healing to the acetylcholine receptors.
- Speak healing to normalize REM sleep.
· Speak healing, blessing, and peace over them.
In Jesus Name,
Amen.

Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD) - (Dissociative Identity Disorder) (DID): Spirits of: fear, coming out of severe trauma and abuse as well as lack of nurturing; spirits of self victimization possible self mutilation, self hatred, oppression and heaviness; self bitterness and guilt as well as self rejection and insecurity; double mindedness; spirits of insanity; possible generational occultism; spirits of programming; legion spirits; spirits of fabricated personality.

· Speak in a creative miracle to any gene mutations. (Trauma can alter the nucleus of the cells and change gene transcription).
· Speak in a creative miracle to any abnormal neurodevelopment in the brain.
· Pray for healing to the limbic system (amygdala and hippocampus), midbrain and brainstem.
· Pray for healing to an over sensitized neural response system altering neurochemical signals.
· Pray for healing to the opioid system which is altered by dopamine and causes a altering in perception - (time, place, pain and reality).
· Pray for healing to the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis.
· Pray for all neurotransmitters and hormones to come into normal balance.
· Pray that all abnormal responses to stress esp. hyper arousal (fight and flight) and disassociation (freezing) will stop.
· Continue to let them know from the Word of God, who they are in the Lord.
· Pray for the ability to have normal memory recall and normal formation of memories.

Multiple Sclerosis: Spirits of: rejection by a father; deep, deep self-hatred and guilt; fear (as in stress and anxiety); bitterness towards others; oppression and heaviness; possible spirit of performance and drivenness (to cover up self hatred and guilt).

Any number of these spiritual root issues may be generational iniquities, meaning that the same spiritual root issues were present in the father or mother or grandparents even though they might not have had the disease.

After ministering, pray a prayer for healing. We encourage you to consider speaking healing in the name of Jesus to the tissue, organ or body part that is in need of healing. Also, command the body to come back into balance and to function as God intended from the foundation of the world. If a creative miracle is needed, call it forth in the name of Jesus.

Please remember that our prayers for healing should not be spoken as a mantra or as a legalistic prayer. Our Father God knows what we need before we ask. We trust that God will meet you thru this process.

In looking at the possible spiritual root issues of TMJ(Temporomandibular Joint) we have found often there would be Spirits of: fear, anxiety, and stress; self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt; unforgiveness and bitterness.
In looking at the possible spiritual root issues of **Trigeminal Neuralgia (Tic Douloureux)** we have found often there would be Spirits of: fear, anxiety, and stress; occultism; oppression and heaviness, self-accusation and pain; as well as the memories and memes.

Speak Healing or a Creative Miracle to the following:
- Speak healing and balance to the hypothalamus and parasympathetic nervous system.
- Speak healing to the **trigeminal** nerve and for any compression to be removed.
- Speak healing to the brain stem especially the pons.
- Speak healing to the 3 branches of the 5th cranial nerve: 1 ophthalmic branch which affects the nasal cavity; 2 maxillary branch which affects the gums, teeth upper jaw and upper lip; 3 mandibular branch which affects the tongue and lower jaw.
- Speak healing for a balance to all neurotransmitters especially serotonin and norepinephrine.
- Speak healing to cell wall permeability and for all nerve cells to be cleansed from any toxins.
- Speak healing to any pain memory to be broken in the RNA.
- Speak healing, blessing, and peace over them.

Any number of these spiritual root issues may be generational iniquities, meaning that the same spiritual root issues were present in the father or mother or grandparents even though they might not have had the disease.

**Candida**: Spirits of: fear (as in stress and anxiety), compromising the immune system; self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt. Continuous usage of antibiotics destroys the body flora. Possible spiritual roots to underlying medical diagnosis, if applicable.

**Candidiasis – (Yeast Infections)**: Spirits of: fear (as in stress and anxiety), compromising the immune system; self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt. Continuous usage of antibiotics destroys the body flora - AMEW pg 145-5th edition. Roots to underlying disease.

Ministry:
- Speak healing to strengthen the immune system and for the helper T cells to be increased.
- Speak healing to the endocrine system and for all hormones to come into balance.
- Pray that there will be no over-secretion of histamine and for all inflammation and swelling of tissue to cease.

**Multiple Sclerosis**: Spirits of: rejection by a father; deep, deep self-hatred and guilt; fear (as in stress and anxiety); bitterness towards others; oppression and heaviness; possible spirit of performance and drivenness (to cover up self hatred and guilt).

**Scoliosis**: Spirit of **scoliosis**; spirits of: self-conflict; rebellion; generational matriarchal control spirits; fear (as in stress and anxiety); rejection from others, especially peers.
**Agoraphobia:** Spirits of: soul training and programming by a spirit of fear (as in stress and anxiety); unloving spirits (loss of self esteem); lack of protection; spirit of displacement.

**Ministry:**

- Cast out any spirits that may have come in at time of a trauma and or defilement of situation that caused phobia.
- Break the long term memes associated with incidence.
- Break the programming of fear and break power off of B memory cells to prevent further programming.
- Speak healing to the amygdala for the power of all fear memory to be broken.
- Command that the thought processes would return to normal regarding the phobic object.
- Speak healing to the hypothalamus to reduce the histamine level to normal.
- Command that all hormone levels return to normal especially cortisol.

In looking at the possible spiritual root issues of tennis elbow, we have found often there would be (If it is job related – not satisfied with job, which brings about self-conflict and resentment); Spirits of: drivenness and perfectionism; fear, anxiety, and stress; self-hatred, self-bitterness, self-rejection, and guilt

**Tendonitis /Rotator Cuff Tendonitis:** (If it is job related – not satisfied with job, which brings about self-conflict and resentment); Spirits of: drivenness and perfectionism; fear (as in stress and anxiety); self-hatred, self-bitterness, self-rejection, and guilt. (We don't have roots specific to tendonitis in the elbow, but these also happen to be the same roots for Tennis Elbow.)

**Depression:** Conflict at the spirit and/or soul level
Self hatred and self bitterness

**Pathology/Physiology:** Depression is produced by conflict at the spirit and/or soul level whereby the limbic system responds to the stress of conflict. Depression is a result of the chemical imbalance produced by the body in response. Self hatred and self bitterness also contribute to decreased serotonin levels.

**Lyme's Disease.** In looking at the possible spiritual root issues of Lyme's Disease we have found often there would be Spirits of: fear; guilt; occultism; infirmity; oppression and heaviness.

Speak Healing or a Creative Miracle to the following:
- Speak healing that any T antigens be destroyed.
- Speak healing to the hypothalamus, central and autonomic nervous systems.
- Speak healing to the immune system to be strengthened and for it to attack the spirochete and
expel it from the body.
- Speak healing to all hormones to come into balance especially serotonin.
- Speak healing to the B-Cells, T-Cells, macrophages, dendritic cells and basophils.
- Command that the over-secretion of histamine and pro-inflammatory cytokines to stop and that all of the inflammation and swelling and pain in the joints to cease.
- Speak healing to any glycoprotein genes to stop interfering with the neutrophils and stop acting like a decoy antigen to protect the spirochete.
- Speak healing for a balance of gamma globulins and for the IgM and IgG antibodies to stop attacking the body.
- Speak healing to all the affected joints, heart and brain to be healed.
- Speak healing, blessing, and peace over them.

In Jesus Name,

**Keratoconjunctivitis Sicca - (Dry Eye Syndrome):** Spirits of: self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt; lack of trust in God, self, and others; roots to possible underlying disease e.g. RA, Sjogren’s disease.

**Arthritis – Osteoarthritis:** Spirits of: self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt; bitterness against others; fear (as in stress and anxiety).

**Anorexia Nervosa:** Spirits of: unworthiness; self-bitterness, self-hatred, self-rejection, and guilt; lack of self-esteem; lack nurturing; need to be loved; spirit of death and destruction; insanity; rebellion and possible spiritual roots to an underlying medical diagnosis, if applicable i.e. obsessive compulsive disorder; drivenness and performance; spirits of control; fear of man.

**Ministry Helps**
- Speak a creative miracle to any genetic mutations.
- Speak healing to the hypothalamus and pineal glands.
- Speak healing to the body’s “appetstat” or metabolic set point to return to normal and for a normal appetite to return.
- Speak healing to all hormones to come into balance especially serotonin, thyroid hormones and cortisol.
- Speak healing to menstruation in females to return to normal.
- Speak healing and restoration to all of the muscles that have been affected especially the heart.
- Speak healing to the heart rate to return to normal.
- Speak healing to the GI tract and for normal bowel movements to return
- Speak healing and calcium restoration to the bones.
- Speak healing to insulin receptors to become unblocked and for normal fasting blood sugar to return.
- Speak healing to any mind deception to be broken so they can see their bodies without distortion.
- Speak healing blessing and peace over them.

**Malabsorption:** Spirits of fear (as in stress and anxiety); possible spiritual roots to an
underlying medical diagnosis, if applicable.

We do not have ministry helps for this profile.

Any number of these spiritual root issues may be generational iniquities, meaning that the same
spiritual root issues were present in the father or mother or grandparents even though they
might not have had the disease.

Disclaimer

This information is intended for your general knowledge only. It is not a substitute for medical
advice or treatment.

**Immune Problems:** broken spirit, fear (as in stress and anxiety).